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Andrea Campagna Debuts at Barneys
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As the son of well-respected Gianni Campagna and an inheritor of an impeccable tailoring
business, Andrea Campagna enters into the American fashion scene at 35 years old. Born
into a fabric and textiles-focused family from Milan, Andrea Campagna learned only from
the best when it came to designing superior clothing that is both formfitting and flattering
for the wearer. With an already extensive understanding and involvement in the design and
tailoring process throughout his life, Andrea Campagna decides to distinguish his own skillset and
create his namesake luxury menswear line.
Campagna’s philosophy for his Fall 2011 collection is simple – “to bring history to modernity.” The
memories of his 100-year-old family business are exemplified through each piece’s expression and
quality. However, he also wants to diffuse the path of both stylists and tailors in this 21st century.
Because Campagna strongly believes that menswear has never been as daring as the women’s, he
emphasizes today that “looks are important now; life is sad already so let’s add some color.”
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By mixing and matching differentiating colored blazers and trousers, Andrea hopes to achieve a
“young, modern look with an elegance you can feel.” Navy, gray and plaid suits, red and blue
trousers, as well as dark blue pea coats and long camel-colored coats were among some of the
standout items for Andrea’s debut collection.
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We also managed to catch up with Andrea Campagna himself by asking a few more questions:
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How would you describe your collection in one sentence?
“Respecting tradition by fusing style and bringing modern, hip and up-to-date
clothing for consumers.”
What are four items in your closet you cannot live without?
“An unusual blazer from 1976, cashmere sweater, jeans, and relaxed/comfortable
shoes.”
For more information regarding Andrea Campagna, visit www.andreacampagna.com. The collection
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One Response to “Andrea Campagna Debuts at Barneys”
Giorgio Armani says:
November 8, 2011 at 3:05 pm
Very nice article : Very interesting and cool clothing. Long time I did not see something so
well made in mens fashion world.
I am going to get one myself!
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